beCuriou presents:

Urban hotel in the heart of Marrakech

HIGHLIGHTS

Spa

Romantic

Location

Rooms
Facilities :

La Mamounia,
Marrakech

•
•
•
•
•
•

Bathroom with bath and shower
Complimentary toiletries
Welcome cocktail
Air-conditioning
Free Wi-Fi
Television (International channels)

Classic Room
• Surface area: from 28 to 40 m2 (301 to 431 ft2)
The rooms are beautifully decorated in the Moroccan style.

The story of La Mamounia
A legendary palace that is part of
the fabric of Marrakesh, its history,
colours and traditions.
A story bursting with life that offers
a chance to taste the charms of
Morocco’s fine art of living.

Deep colours match the wood and tadelakt in the corridor,
creating an elegant contrast with the white bedroom.
Begin your journey with a superb view over Marrakesh!

Superior Room
• Surface area: from 28 to 40 m2 (301 to 431ft2)
Our Superior rooms overlook the Hivernage district. They offer
comfort and a sumptuous interior, featuring deep colours, thick
fabrics and elegant furniture.
This combines to create a harmonious balance and a pleasantly
warm atmosphere.

Deluxe Room
• Surface area: from 31 to 45 m2 (334 to 484 ft2)
• Terrace or balcony (There are three views to choose from : Koutoubia, Parc, Agdal... )
Imagine yourself comfortably seated on your terrace or balcony as
you look out over the gardens of La Mamounia and the famous
Koutoubia Mosque, the colours of which change as it reflects the
rays of the sun, or the Atlas Mountains – a spectacle to behold.
Soak up the oriental atmosphere and elegant decoration of our
Deluxe rooms.

Suites
Facilities :

•
•
•
•
•
•

Bathroom with shower and bath
Air-conditioning
Safe
Television (international channels)
Free Wi-Fi
Moroccan pastries and bottle of wine

Suite
• Surface area: from 55 to 85 m2 (592 to 915 ft2)
• 1 Bedroom (walk-in wardrobe)
With deep red taffeta curtains, sculpted wood, and zellige and
marble in the bathroom, the Suites at La Mamounia promise
a luxurious stay surrounded by all the elegance of the orient.
There are three views to choose from: Koutoubia, Park, Agdal
Gardens

Duplex Suite
•
•
•
•

Surface area: 75 m2 (807 ft2)
1 Bedroom opening out onto the garden (walk-in wardrobe)
Complimentary toiletries
Turn-down service every evening

Just imagine:
just a few steps from your bed lies the legendary gardens of
La Mamounia! A unique experience that is both simple and
intense. The luxury of nature nearby, with palm trees, cactuses,
bougainvillea, orange trees...
And why not enjoy a dip in the pool?

Executive Suite
•
•
•
•
•
•

Surface area: from 62 to 77 m2 (667 to 829 ft2)
1 Bedroom and 1 lounge
2 Adjoining balconies
1 Guest bathroom
Complimentary toiletries and sweets
Turn-down service

Zellige, carved wood, gebs (carved plaster), vintage photographs, and warm colours join forces to create an elegant and
charming setting. For a highly pleasant stay, our Executive
suites have a bedroom and a spacious lounge, as well as the
same superb views over the hotel’s luxurious gardens, the majestic Atlas Mountains and the grand Koutoubia Mosque... A
sight that you will never tire of!
There are three views to choose from: Koutoubia, Park, Agdal
Gardens

Prestige Suite
Surface area: 100 m2 (1076 ft2)
1 Bedroom (walk-in wardrobe)
2 Lounges
Private bathroom with shower and bath (complimentary
toiletries)
• VIP welcome (private transfer from Marrakesh Menara
Airport)

•
•
•
•

Our four Prestige suites offer a surface area of no less than
100 m2 (1076 ft2)!
Their extremely spacious interiors include a bedroom and two
separate lounges providing personal space for each guest. The
luxurious and elegant interior design, in the traditional Moroccan
style, features colourful zellige mosaics, Mashrabiyas and gebs.
They also boast magnificent panoramic views over the gardens of
La Mamounia and the peaks of the Atlas Mountains.

Majorelle Suite
A portrait of the artist Jacques Majorelle, who made such a
mark on La Mamounia with his talent and personality, hangs
in the entrance.
Inside the suite, Majorelle blue and orange tones join forces
alongside colourful textured fabrics and zellige tilework to
create a myriad of warm and bright colours that resonate with
the tones of nature, resplendent in the flower-covered gardens
and the Atlas Mountains. A superb panorama.

Marqueterie Suite
This generously proportioned and well-lit suite offers an
understated and uncluttered interior. Marqueterie is king in
the ancestral Moroccan craftsmanship; reinterpreted here
across large surfaces, it confers an air of elegance, modernity
and warmth.
The use of the same variety of wood throughout superbly
complements the clean lines of the furnishings.

Exceptional Suites
Baldaquin Suite
Imagine the honeymoon that you dreamt of as a child. The
tone is set as soon as you step over the threshold. A couple of
superb glass mirrors is placed on either sides of the entrance
for each of you. The fabrics and walls are a mixture of white,
cream and ivory tones. Four portraits of Moroccan brides all
dressed in white and wearing traditional headdress adorn the
walls. A superb canopy bed is draped in folds of satin and pure
white. As witnesses to your happy union, there are photographs
of legendary couples, such as Delon and Schneider, and Butler
and Taylor – an ode to love.

Al Mamoun Suite
This Signature Suite is named after a prince and it lives up to
its name!
The rich interior décor, beautiful noble materials, and various
traditional and modern influences create a stunning effect. The
interior features a contrast of Asian furnishings – two superb
Chinese vases and a writing desk – beautiful European objects
– a clock and classic-style armchairs – and revisited traditional
Moroccan art, with the flamboyant central ceiling light. The
result is a princely, colourful and rich interior.

Koutoubia Suite
Your gaze will be irresistibly drawn to the Koutoubia – a
magnificent 69-meter high minaret, which is a true architectural
masterpiece.
The luxurious interior, with high ceilings of finely sculpted wood,
ivory satin and brown velvet fabrics. From the large rotunda
living room, which forms the centrepiece, you can admire the
glittering sunlight reflecting off the gilded ornamental orbs
on the turret, beautiful paintwork and glazed earthenware.
Magnificent!

Churchill Suite
As soon as you enter the suite, you are greeted by a replica of
the famous statue of Sir Winston Churchill on London’s Parliament Square and a portrait by J. Spencer Churchill with the famous cigar. This suite combines English style and Moroccan art
with great elegance, which is signified by the inscription of the
famous statesman’s name in Arabic Calligraphy above the leather
headboard. The shelves in the lounge house bronze statues of
horses and eagles. The matte colours of the wood contrast with
the tadelakt on some of the walls. A beautiful setting in which to
relax and enjoy the views over the gardens and the oft-painted
Atlas Mountains – a spectacle to behold each day.

For the comfort of our guests...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 Bedrooms in the Majorelle, Al Mamoun and Marqueterie Suites (walk-in wardrobe)
1 Bedroom and one lounge for the Churchill, Marqueterie and Koutoubia Suites
Two bathrooms (bath and shower)
Terrace
Turn-down service
VIP service: transfer from Marrakech Menara airport, champagne, basket of fruit and more
Air-conditioning
Safe
Free Wi-Fi
Television (International channels)

Riads
An Authentic experience...
As soon as you step over the threshold, you are greeted with
a beautiful sight: a patio, terrace and pool with subtly shifting
colours and shapes.
Pure arabesque lines intermingle in complete harmony and
with great balance with the lounge on your left and the dining
room on your right. The bedrooms are arranged around the
central patio. The result is a seamlessly fluid interior.

4 Restaurants,
4 STYLES
Le Français

A secluded haven of peace

Flavoursome harmony
A beautiful and vast shaded terrace, dotted with white bougainvillea and
lined with palm trees and banana trees... A comfortable temperature… A
relaxing, peaceful and elegant atmosphere to enjoy an evening accompanied
by six ivory satin lanterns, Burgundy red armchairs and magnificent orange
satin curtains create beautiful combinations of colour.

The three Riads have understated façades and doors. Here, beauty
is interior... Built and arranged around a traditional central patio,
the Riads are a magnificent expression of the art of discretion and
intimacy. The terrace and pool offer the same protective cocoon.
Enjoy a break as a family, forget the outside world and savour moments of simple joy with your loved ones. And if you would like to
appreciate the beauty of the gardens, all you need to do is open
one of the small terrace windows or leave the door ajar... Their
luxuriant greenery awaits!

The thick carpet embraces your steps as you move further into the
restaurant, with an understated and powerful tree of life at the back. On
the menu: refined, gourmet cuisine.
Simply delicious.
Opening times:
• Lunch: Saturday and Sunday from 12.30 pm to 3 pm
• Dinner: everyday from 7 pm to 11 pm
Summer Opening times:
• July: Dinner: from Sunday to Wednesday, from 7 pm to 11 pm
• August: Summer Closure

Generously Spacious
Each of the Riads offers no less than 700 m2 , abundant space for a stay with family or friends, alternating between time spent
relaxing together and quiet moments alone on the upstairs terrace or in one of the large bedrooms.
With an indoor lounge and dining room, patio and terrace, the Riads are ideal for enjoying quality time together. The three bedrooms, including a separate parental suite and three bathrooms, offer peaceful spaces in which to unwind. The oriental interior
décor features colourful cushions, zellige tilework and sculpted wood.

Le Marocain
Voyage of discovery

For the comfort of our guests
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

700 m
3 rooms (with walk-in wardrobe)
3 bathrooms with bath and shower
1 guest bathroom
1 indoor lounge
1 indoor dining room
1 kitchen
Private pool
2

This restaurant transports you to the heart of Moroccan hospitality. The
watchwords are refinement, generosity and sharing. Enjoy a tajine on the cool
terrace, in a romantic setting, with candles and the gentle sound of water from
the ponds and the three fountains. Nearby you can see the Patio. Inside, the
décor features warm colours, sculpted wood, zellige tilework, and enchanting
arabesques.
Guests can enjoy three different areas, which are subtly transformed with
the changing light of day. There are small private lounges, with a central table
surrounded by velvet-covered benches, and alcoves upstairs, where daylight
filters through the Mashrabiyas. Upstairs still, there is an elegant and plush
smoking room, as well as a larger, more brightly lit library-style lounge. The
interior features green and black velvet armchairs, chairs and tataoui ceilings.

• Terrace
• Turn-down service
• VIP service: airport transfer, champagne, basket of fruit,
and more
• Air-conditioning
• Safe
• Free Wi-Fi
• Television (international channels)

In terms of the flavours, thanks to the Mamounia’s nearby vegetable
garden, the dishes offer a multitude of spicy notes and aromas. A feast for
the senses with modern Moroccan gastronomy.
To make this superb dining experience complete, you can enjoy the sounds of traditional music with a lute and violin. A
memorable evening…
Opening times:
• Dinner: everyday from 7 pm to 11 pm
An elegant dress code is required in all public areas. Wearing pairs of shorts is not allowed in bars and restaurants as from 6pm.

Le Pavillon de la Piscine
The Pavilion is built around a pool. Its sparkling waters (with a magical
Murano glass bottom) and exquisite dimensions make this a beautiful oasis,
surrounded by a lush vegetation. A cool, refreshing and welcoming place
for enjoying breakfast or lunch. The architecture is a tribute to the Menara
Pavilion and its magnificent perspectives.
Start the day on the right foot with a superb breakfast buffet by the water’s edge.
After a dip, you can enjoy a gourmet snack for lunch. The menu includes a variety of
dishes. When the sun sets and the park is lit by a thousand and one small lanterns,
the setting is just right for a cocktail – a simple, yet delicious pleasure. And, if you
feel like another dip, the pool is heated and remains open until 8 pm.
The Sunday brunch : a weekly treat that offers a perfect opportunity to
spend time with family or friends around the pool. A moment of pleasure
and sharing accompanied by a delicious buffet. Relaxation guaranteed.
Opening times:
• Breakfast: everyday from 7 pm to 10.30 am
• Pool lunch or buffet: everyday from 12.30 pm to 3.30 pm
• Sunday brunch: from 12.30 pm to 3.30 pm
Summer Formula :
• The buffet lunch as well as the brunch dominical are replaced by a lunch with
an «à la carte menu» from June 1st to August 31st inclusive.

L’Italien
In the same way as a theatre stage, the curtains are raised above the
entrance. Two superb red bouquets are placed on the counter. Welcome to
a world filled with feminine charm. Curvaceous armchairs, crimson fabrics,
red, blue and green stained-glass windows, silk brocatelle fabric on the
walls by Maison Prelle – with a proud three-hundred-year history – in
perfect harmony with the velvet and copperware. There are small lounges
for moments of friendship and utterly romantic alcoves where you can lay
bare your heart to the one you love.
The dishes served by the Chef Luca Signoretti are equal to the setting
– delicate, feminine and sunny. Pasta seasoned with herbs and tomatoes
from the hotel’s vegetable garden, flavoursome antipasti, fish and garden
vegetables, fruit desserts... All the ingredients are fresh and bursting with
pleasure! The only thing left for you to do is to decide whether to dine on
the flower-covered terrace or in the cosy lounge.
Opening times:
• Lunch: everyday from 12.30 pm to 3 pm
• Dinner: everyday from 7 pm to 11 pm

Bars
Churchill
Between the lobby and the tea room, the enticing sounds of music beckon you. As you enter the Churchill bar, a haven for
fans of mellow jazz ambiances, you are immediately immersed in the resolutely masculine character of the interior, with its
leopard skin carpet, padded red leather walls, black velvet armchairs and subdued lighting on each table.
Enjoy the unique, understated atmosphere and intoxicating music, while black and white portraits of jazz greats look on
with approval.
The bar is open every day from 6 pm to 1 am
Summer Closure: from July 15th to August 31st

Le Marocain
Different experience.
Near the gardens, the Andalusian patio offers a cool and charming
setting with blue, ochre and brown zellige tilework. In the centre, a
fountain, surrounded by four lanterns, recalls the essential role of
water.
All around are plush red velvet sofas. A magical change of scenery.
Upstairs, the terrace offers a splendid view over the gardens, across
the tops of the palm trees, with the majestic Atlas Mountains in the
distance.
A panoramic view best enjoyed with a cocktail or liqueur in hand.
The bar is open every day from 7 pm to 1 am

The Pool bar
This bar has an incredible interior décor: on one side of the spacious
terrace is a large pool (25 by 26 m); on the other, a Menara-style
pavilion, with a pyramid-shaped roof and green tiles.
These are surrounded by palm trees and banana trees, cactuses, fig
trees and a myriad of flowers. Take your time to savour a cocktail at
any time of the day, as you watch the sparkling reflections of light
playing on the pool’s Italian marble. Feel the cool air caress your skin
as birds serenade you with their song.
A magical experience.
The Pool bar is open every day from 10 am to 7 pm
Summer Closure:
• from June 1st to August 31st inclusive
An elegant dress code is required in all public areas. Wearing pairs of shorts is not allowed in bars and restaurants as from 6pm.

L’Italien
Bottles and decanters of all shapes and sizes are placed delicately on
the shelves behind the bar, like a dressing table.
The light shining in through the windows plays with their shapes and
colours and changes as the hours pass. L’Italien bar, with its elegantly
feminine character, opens out onto the Majorelle gallery, the legendary ceiling of which was painted personally by the hotel’s interior
designer in 1923.
Wide, deep armchairs, a piano and a double bass create a comfortable musical atmosphere in which to unwind.

Seminars & Meetings
Hold your professional events in the heart of La Mamounia. Whether you are planning a prestigious cocktail party, gala,
business dinner, seminar or small meeting, we will organise your event or function to meet your specific needs. Two venues
are available – the Grand Salon and the Business Centre – both comfortable and modern and offering an elegant and refined setting.

The bar is open every day from 10 am to 1 am

Le Menzeh cream and pastry shop
A unique perspective.
As you make your way from the lobby, the interior spaces succeed
one another in a perfect and balanced alignment: the Majorelle gallery
and terrace, the alley lined with ancient olive trees and the Menzeh
pavilion, as in the gardens of the traditional Moroccan houses. Pure
lines and harmony between the plant and stone features. Here, you
can enjoy a mint tea served with traditional or contemporary sweets
made by our Pastry Chef.
A delicious moment in a peaceful and natural setting. As a finishing
touch, a superb Moroccan lantern stands proudly at the edge of the
park.
Le Menzeh is open every day from 10 am to 7 pm.

Sunday brunch
A splendid setting
The outdoor pool at La Mamounia is famous for its size, its pleasantly
warm water and the sparkling reflections of light on its Italian marble.
Not to mention the garden’s lush vegetation.

The Grand Salon

The Business Center

With very generous spaces, high ceilings and vast red carpets, The Grand Salon at La Mamounia offers a superb setting for large-scale events.
A magnificent venue and dedicated teams ensure that your
event runs smoothly.

A calm and exclusive setting. Ideal for small-scale lunches
or meetings.

• Capacity: 300 guests (theatre-style layout),
400 guests (cocktail party)
• Total surface area: 450 m2 (4844 ft2)
• Modular space that can be divided up into 3 lounges
each offering a surface area of 150 m2

In order to ensure that your family gatherings are memorable, La Mamounia welcomes guests in a splendid setting, and its
capable and attentive teams make sure that your celebration is unique, whether it is a wedding, a birthday or an anniversary.
Create memories to cherish and share at La Mamounia.

Each space has its own character and charm

A generous gourmet buffet

We organise your event according to your specific needs and requirements and can provide various settings to suit your tastes.

On the menu is seafood, lobster, oysters, salmon, superb salads,
fragrant tajines and pastries prepared by our Pastry Chef... A feast
to be savoured!
Sunday brunch is served from 12.30 pm to 3.30 pm

An elegant dress code is required in all public areas. Wearing pairs of shorts is not allowed in bars and restaurants as from 6pm.

• Capacity: 10 to 40 people
• Fully-equipped Internet Corner
• Equipment and facilities provided

Weddings and private functions

Enjoy brunch with your family or friends in this idyllic setting, far
from the hustle and bustle of the town and the worries of everyday
life.

The Pavilion’s buffet lives up to the reputation of La Mamounia.
It includes hot and cold, sweet and savoury dishes, all beautifully
presented and temptingly delicious. A festival of colours and aromas.

The studious atmosphere of the Library features tataoui ceilings with warm coloured fabrics and books. Alternatively,
the centre offers a refined setting for lunches and dinners.

• The Tent, located on the top floor of Le Marocain
restaurant offers a warm and authentic atmosphere for
wonderful dinners
• The Grand Salon: 450 m2 (4844 ft2) of modular space
that can be divided up into three areas, offering a total
capacity of 300 guests.
• The Outdoor Pool: A cool, relaxing and magical atmosphere with beautiful reflections of light on the Italian marble.
• The Gardens: a natural setting surrounded by eight
hectares of trees and flowers. Unbelievably romantic.

Spa

Treatments

Spirit of the spa

Different people, different treatments

Hammam, sauna, ghassoul, argan... the stuff that dreams are made of! Treat yourself to a wonderful sensory experience. The
Spa at La Mamounia offers guests an unforgettable journey into the senses. Walk up the Majorelle blue stairs and follow the
dreamy glow of the Oriental lighting.

Whether it is relaxation, a hydrating wrap, a back treatment, a facial, or a massage for a future mother, La Mamounia has a
treatment adapted to your needs. The only difficulty is choosing one from our Spa menu...
The solution to this is to come back and try some more! Relax, unwind and enjoy the delights of our treatments and products.

A vast space devoted to wellness, with massages, body treatments and a hairdressing salon. Not to mention the legendary
outdoor pool where you can relax and unwind in the warm 26°C (78.8°F) water.

Treatments and massages
Moroccan earth - A tradition handed down through generations
Body care rituals have been a part of Moroccan culture since time immemorial. Ghassoul from the earth
of the Moulouya Valley, clay, saffron, black soap... Women cultivate the art of caring for their bodies with
100% natural products in order to nourish, cleanse, hydrate and relax.
There is always a ritual handed down over generations for every need. Tradition and know-how provide
the source of inspiration for the Spa at La Mamounia, and are complemented by modern techniques.

The Private Spa

Our facilities

An entire Spa just for you! Make your dream come true
at La Mamounia, with a secluded and private haven of
tranquillity. Generous spaces surround the symbolic
central Jacuzzi, featuring mosaics on the floor, and a
captivating atmosphere in with warm shades of red and
orange.

• 2,500 m2 (26910 ft2) devoted entirely to your well-being
• 2 traditional Hammams
• 10 multi-treatment booths, including 2 booths
for couples and 1 diagnosis booth
• Balneotherapy
• 1 relaxation booth with a catering service
• 1 Jacuzzi
• 1 heated indoor pool with ozone sanitation system
• 1 gym
• 1 Kinetic exercise room
• 1 boutique offering our signature products

An exceptional experience.
The private Spa offers the following facilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 Hammam
1 Jacuzzi
1 hairdressing Salon
1 multi-purpose booth with 2 treatment tables
1 shower
1 dressing room

Whether it is for an argan oil or hot-stone massage, «sugar rose» body wrap, facial
treatment, scrub or sculpting treatment, our 10 multi-treatment booths welcome
guests for an intense sensory experience.
The Spa’s professionals are there to listen to you and pamper you, with discretion
and professionalism. The mind and body come together to create a renewed sense
of harmony.

Top brands
La Mamounia is delighted to be partnering with Valmont whose reputation is
second to none and who’s values fit perfectly with that of the hotel’s: excellence,
consistency, and beauty, reflecting the spirit of La Mamounia. marocMaroc
embodies all the richness and authenticity of local Moroccan products. Cleansing
black soap, hydrating ghassoul and nourishing argan – the treasures of nature for
a genuine experience.
Brands in keeping with the hotel’s approach.

Other facilities
Before or after your treatment, or at any other time of the day, treat yourself
to a break at the Hammam of La Mamounia. Enjoy the moist heat in a calm
and soothing atmosphere surrounded by beautiful mosaics and earthenware
features. The steam wraps itself around you, relaxing your muscles and cleansing
your skin. A superb well-being and beauty ritual.
• 2 traditional Hammams
• 1 private Hammam
• 1 Jacuzzi
When you feel like cooling off, take a dip in the heated indoor pool with ozone
sanitation system. Immerse yourself in this magnificent setting for a gentle and
powerful experience..

Pratical information
• The Spa welcomes non-hotel
guests
• The Spa opens every day at 9
am, with the last appointment at
8 pm
• Health: When booking an
appointment, please let us know
if you are pregnant or have any
health issues such as allergies,
hypertension or circulatory
problems.
• Punctuality: Please arrive at
the Spa reception 15 minutes
before the time of your
appointment in order to take
advantage of our relaxation room
and services.
• Clothing: We provide changing
rooms as well as bathrobes,
slippers and disposable
underwear. Appropriate
swimwear must be worn for the
Jacuzzi and pools.

Hairdressing & beauty

Experience

A salon devoted

La Mamounia at you service
Treat yourself to a day at La Mamounia. Enjoy our Spa, for a
moment of pure relaxation and well-being.

TO YOUR BEAUTY
The Spa at La Mamounia offers a complete Beauty Salon: hairdressing, manicures, pedicures, make-up and other beauty
treatments. The salon welcomes non-hotel guests.
Make an appointment to enjoy a unique beauty experience at La Mamounia !

Ladies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 independent salon
Hairdressing (shampoo, cut, highlights, perm, straightening, styling)
Evening styling: to be even more beautiful for your evenings out
Hair treatments (masks, etc.)
Hand beauty
Products from the professional brand Kure Bazaar
Pedicures
Make-up
Ceremony

Savour the benefits of our Hammam, as well as the expertise
of our massage experts. After a tennis match on one of our
two clay courts, or a gentle stroll in our legendary gardens,
discover the exquisite dishes served at one of our restaurants.
An unforgettable day just for you!

Our Spa passes
• Relaxation Pass

Men
• 1 independent salon
• Hairdressing (shampoo, cut)
• Beard trimming
• Our «must-have»: a traditional shave. Plenty of foam, a sharp razor and
precision: an essential ritual and an outstanding result!

Sport and leisure

La Mamounia boutique

Total well-being

Take some of the mamounia’s spirit home with you

Complete fulfilment for the body and mind, with yoga and aerobics at our Fitness Pavilion, as well as swimming and tennis.
Absolute relaxation.

Tucked away on the Andalusian patio, between the Tearoom and Spa, the Boutique sells some of the treasures of La
Mamounia. Very high quality products, which are a testament to Morocco’s refined art of living.

Fitness for you

Two pools

Local produce

The team of professionals at the Fitness Pavilion run fitness
and Pilates sessions that push you as far as you want to go.

Enjoy a relaxing dip or swim in our outdoor pool in the
heart of the gardens of La Mamounia. Measuring 25 m by
26 m and heated to 28°C, the Spa’s indoor pool offers a
calm and dreamy setting. An experience to be enjoyed from
morning through to evening, when the gardens are lit up by
a thousand and one lanterns!

La Mamounia is also a product brand that brings together nature and very high quality: delicate and flavoursome olive oil
made with olives straight from our gardens, argan produced by a cooperative of Moroccan women, and honey from the
Moroccan countryside.
All of our produce is ethical and fair trade .

Opening times:
• Outdoor pool: 8 am to 8 pm (9 pm in summer)
• Indoor pool: 9 am to 9 pm

Candles and diffusers based on the hotel’s unique fragrances take pride of place, including cedar, date and orange blossom.
They have been created exclusively for the palace. They accompany you throughout your stay at the hotel, and you can
carry these delicate fragrances home with you when you leave. For those who have not yet enjoyed a stay at La Mamounia,
offer these olfactory gems as a gift.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Private lessons with personalized exercises
Jogging with a professional coach
Aerobics
Pilates
Spinning
Yoga
Power plate

Perfumes made exclusively for La Mamounia

Tennis and other activities

La Mamounia Style

Enjoy the use of our two clay tennis courts in the heart of
the gardens, for a casual game, a match or a private lesson.

In terms of the interior design, cushions are decorated with original patterns that use the traditional colours of the zellige
tilework. The superb Yahya lanterns boast a simple and elegant design. Their clean, flowing lines diffuse a unique light.

A delight for amateurs and budding champions alike!

Albums and books feature magnificent images that immortalise the hotel’s legendary spaces, bringing out the beautifully
contrasting shifting light, and paying tribute to all the master craftsmen who have contributed to its beauty.

Also available:
• Table tennis near the Fitness Pavilion
• A ‘boulodrome’ (boules pitch)

Patisserie Pierre Hermé Paris at La Mamounia Marrakesh
The ultimate in sophistication!
When the World’s Best Pastry Chef brings his gifted
touch to the ultra-famous luxury hotel… Pierre
Hermé Paris and La Mamounia have joined forces
to treat the hotel’s guests to an innovative and
exceptional experience in the form of an unrivalled
pastry boutique nestled in the very heart of the
hotel.

A

A

Every creation is an exercise in beauty and exquisite
pleasure! Step across the boutique’s threshold and
feast your eyes on the collection of macarons,
Ispahans, 2000 Feuilles and much more. Choosing
your pastry is an act of indulgence in itself! Settle
in a comfortable seat and sample your pastry at
Le Menzeh or savour its flavours at our restaurants.
Simply delightful!

Contact our team
Our teams welcome you from Monday to Sunday between 10 am and 8 pm.

A

A

• Tel : +212524388689
• E-mail : boutiquepierreherme@mamounia.com

Park

Vegetable garden

Different worlds
The majestic central alley is lined with ancient olive trees and two thousand rose bushes. The Menzeh offers a peaceful
setting in which to relax and let your mind wander. Dozens of orange and lemon trees stand in perfectly straight lines. Here
and there, cactuses of all shapes and sizes bask in the sun.

The hotel’s vegetebal garden
Take a stroll through the gardens with their flower beds and copses.
Beyond the Menzeh Pavilion, on either side of the alley with its
ancient olive trees (some of which are 700 years old), explore one
of the treasures of La Mamounia: a superb 1,500 m2 (16145.86ft2)
vegetable garden.
Here, gardeners and chefs come together to enjoy their shared
passion – the fruits of the earth.

Plentiful trees, plants and flowers
700 orange trees, 5,000 rose bushes, 21 cactus species, 6 palm trees species and 200 olive trees – impressive numbers,
but together they combine to create a myriad of colours, fragrances, shapes and textures!
Lemon trees, jacarandas, bougainvillea, amaranth, agaves, prickly pear trees and more. Each flowerbed and each orchard
burst with beauty, filled with the perfect gifts of nature!
The gardens of La Mamounia are unique and wonderfully natural, despite the fact that they have been crafted by the hands
of passionate gardeners for almost a century!
These enchanting gardens evolve and are transformed with each passing day and season.

Generous nature
You will find aromatic plants, such as coriander, fragrant verbena and
Madagascar lemongrass, spices, carrots of various kinds, tomatoes
(from Russia, Crimea and thirteen other varieties), leeks, beetroot,
and more – A festival of shapes and colours, and as many promises
of natural flavours .
We should not forget to mention Borji mint, the essential ingredient
for Moroccan tea! A palette of flavours which our Chefs prepare for
guests in their Moroccan, Italian and French cuisine.
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